
 

Numerology Toolbox Manual 
Welcome to NumerologyToolbox Software Tools. With these tools you now possess the 

most advanced numerology software in the world. In this article, we will review what the 

tools can do for you, and how to use them.   

First of all, we’ll make an overview, and then we’ll review each of them and how to use 

them properly. You now have access to these following tools:  

 Numeroscope calculator 

- Here you can calculate the numeroscope of any person, pet, company or even a 

nation. When you have calculated the numeroscope, you can move your curser to 

any number, and you’ll get a brief explanation of each individual number 

 Year rank calculator 

- Here the machine will calculate the destiny of that individual you have typed in to 

the numeroscope calculator. You’ll see a graph that illustrates the individual’s 

destiny. Anything above zero is fortunate, and anything below zero is unfortunate. 

Below you’ll see a description of what will happen in certain periods of the year.  

 Report generator 

- This machine will make an advanced numerology reading on that individual 

you’ve typed into the numerology calculator. The reading will go deep down behind 

the façade of that person you’ve typed in.  

 Client database 

- Here you have a complete overview of all clients that you have typed in to the 

machine. You can edit each client, and you can delete them. Here you can easily 

go back to any client that you have previously calculated, and view their 

numerology again 

 Name changer 

- For the professional numerologist: Here you can see what is going to be the 

difference of a person’s destiny if that person changes his/ her name into 

something that you choose 

 Name lists 

- Here you’ll find name lists in all vibrations. The name lists are both male and 

female in English, Danish and Indian 

So we’ll start with the manual on how to use the Numeroscope calculator 

With the numeroscope calculator, you can professionally calculate the full numeroscope 

of any person. If you want to understand the theory behind the numeroscope, you can 

read the article “The numeroscope (link)”. You can move your curser to any number 

within the numeroscope, and then you’ll get a basic explanation what each number 

means.  



 
You’ll see that some numbers are red and some numbers are green and some are black. 

The red numbers are the unfortunate numbers, the black numbers are the numbers that 

under the right circumstances can be great, and under other circumstances can be bad. 

The green numbers are the numbers that are good.  

So in order to calculate the numeroscope of any given person, pet, company or nation, 

you need to make sure that you have the correct legal name of that individual. If you 

type in an incorrect name or birth date, your reading will be wrong.  

How do I find the real name and birth date of celebrities? 

Most often you can find the right birth date and legal names of any given celebrity on 

Wikipedia. However, you may encounter misinformation in a few cases, but that doesn’t 

happen very often.  

What about suffixes? 

If a person has suffix in his/ her name such as Jr., III and any similar kinds of suffixes, 

it has to be left out from the calculation, as suffixes are not considered as a part of the 

name, but merely as a title to that person. The same rule applies if the person is for 

example called: Dr., Sir, Professor, Prince, President etc. This is very important.  

What about special letters and signs? 

If a person has a special letter in his/ her name such as ö, ñ, å, etc. you translate the 

letter into an unspecial letter so that ö becomes o, ñ becomes n, å becomes a etc.  

If there are signs in a name such as Peter-Andreas, the name must be typed in as “Peter 

Andreas”. The “-“ sign counts as a space between names. The same rules applies for 

apostrophe. For example if a person’s name is O’neil, you type in O Neil. This is very 

important.  

So what about pets? 

When you are to calculate the numeroscope of a pet, you’ll see number interpretations 

that sound like personality traits of a human. Here you need to “transfer” the meanings 

into that of an animal. For example “skills of communication” to an animal could mean 

that the animal is good at expressing itself to its owner in a non-verbal way, as humans 

don’t talk like humans do. It could also mean that the animal is good at getting along 

with other animals of its kind. And so you must use your creativity to transfer these 

human aspects into animal behavior.  

Generally, the same rules that apply to humans also apply to animals. 

In order to calculate the numeroscope of a pet, you need to know when your pet is born, 

and the full name of your pet. If your pet is registered somewhere, the registered name 

must be the name that you type into the calculator.  

So what about companies? 

When you calculate the numeroscope of a company, you also need to make sure that you 

have the accurate founding date or the date of incorporation. It the USA, it can 



 
sometimes be hard to find the accurate founding date of a company, but among Danish 

corporations, it’s very easy. Here you can go to cvr.dk and then you can always find the 

founding date of any Danish corporation that is listed to the Nasdaq stock exchange.  

What about suffixes? 

To companies, the rule about suffixes also applies here. This means that if a company 

has a suffix as for example: Inc, Ltd, A/S, GmbH etc. this is considered as a suffix. 

Therefore if for example you want to calculate the numeroscope of Goldman Sachs, we 

can look up on the internet that the full name of the company is The Goldman Sachs 

Group, Inc. Then we enter “The Goldman Sachs Group” into the calculator and we leave 

“inc” out, as this is considered as suffix which describes the type of the company.  

We can look up that their date of incorporation is 21 July 1998. Then we choose this 

date as “DATE OF BIRTH”, and then we select “CREATE CLIENT”, and voila – here we 

have the numeroscope of Goldman Sachs.  

So how do we interpret the numeroscope of a company? 

The description of the numbers that you’ll get are written in a way which applies to 

humans. However, you need to be able to transfer these values into what it’s like to a 

company. For example: low self esteem – a person can suffer from a low self esteem, but 

a company can also suffer from a low self esteem. This would for example mean that the 

company is always afraid of not being good enough, and the company doesn’t believe in 

itself.  

There are many aspects in which you must think what these aspects mean to a 

company. However, if you want to understand these aspects thoroughly, we suggest that 

you join our online numerology education (link). 

So what about countries, cities, states and counties? 

You can calculate the numeroscope of any country in the very same way as you calculate 

the numeroscope of a company.  

Here you must find the founding date of the country. Most often that date is the date of 

its current constitution. It’s also usually the date in which they have their national 

celebration date.  

For example to the United States, the founding date is 4 July 1776. So In order to 

calculate the numeroscope of the United States, we need to choose 4 July 1776 as the 

“DATE OF BIRTH”. In the field “REGISTERED NAME” we type “United States of America” 

which is the name of the country. Voila. Then we have calculated the numeroscope of the 

country, United States of America.  

However, you need to be aware that there are many countries who are commonly known 

under a different name than their real name. In order to find a country’s real name, you 

need to go to Wikipedia, and find out what the “official name” of the country is. The 

official name of the country is always the name which they call themselves. So for 

example, if we’re to find the real name of the kingdom of Denmark, you’ll need to go to 



 
Wikipedia, which tells you that the official name of this country is “Kongeriget Danmark”. 

So if you want to calculate the numeroscope of Denmark, you’ll need to use this official 

name and not just write “Denmark”. This is very important.  

The same rule applies here if you want to calculate the numeroscope of an American 

state. So if you want to calculate the numeroscope of Colorado, you need to go to 

Wikipedia and find the accurate information. It tells us that it was “admitted to the 

Union” on 1 August 1876 and the official name of the state is “State of Colorado”. So in 

order to calculate the numeroscope of Colorado, we need to choose 1 August 1876 as 

“DATE OF BIRTH” and the name “State of Colorado” as “REGISTERED NAME”. Then you 

press “CREATE CLIENT”, and here you have the numeroscope of Colorado.  

We will now move on to review the features of the year rank calculator:  

Year rank calculator 
The year rank calculator is one of the most powerful tools in the package. It literally 

shows and describes a person’s destiny and his/ her karma. With this machine, you are 

able to very accurately predict your own and somebody else’s future. This machine is 

also able to predict the future of a pet, a company, a state and even a nation.  

You’ll find the Year rank calculator here:  

 

You can choose any year in the individual’s past, present and future you want to know 

something about. The year rank calculator will show you the technical numbers and 

number combinations that represents the person any given year, and below, you’ll see a 

graph like this one that illustrates if things are good and bad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Here we see the year ranks of Bernie Sanders of 2020. We notice that in his year rank 

calculations, most numbers are red, which means that the number combinations are 

unfortunate. So in order to understand the number combinations, you’ll see a graph, 

which shows when things are good and bad. Anything below 0 is unfortunate, and 

anything above 0 is fortunate.  

So we notice that Bernie Sander’s graph went all the way down to -16 in April, which was 

exactly when he was forced to withdraw from the Democratic presidential nomination. He 

withdrew 4th of April which was exactly when his karma graph was lowest. The karma 

calculator views three different graphs: a red graph, which shows the karma of his 

highest self (the numbers and number combinations of his full birth date independent 

from his full name), his human self (the numbers and number combinations from his full 

birth date and his full name). The green graph shows the sum of it all combined.  



 
So as the graph only shows good and bad, you’ll also get a written explanation of what 

each period means. You’ll see those explanations when you scroll down on the page. It 

tells what it means if it’s a person and if it’s a company. If you’re interested to predict the 

future of a nation or a state, you’ll need to read it as a “company”. Here we see an 

example of what it explains about Bernie Sanders’ period from 1 January 2020 until 6 

April 2020: 

 

So here we clearly see that the year rank calculator is able to see that we’re dealing with 

a crisis. We thereby invite you to test it on yourself: Make a year rank calculation on the 

very worst year in your entire life, and see what it tells you about that year.  

So in comparison, we will now look at what the year rank calculator tells us about the 

same period in Joe Biden’s life. As we know, Joe Biden defeated Bernie Sanders, and he 

received the nomination of his party. Below, we see the year rank calculation of Joe 

Biden of 2020:  



 

 

Here we see the year rank graph of Joe Biden. It clearly illustrates that things were vastly 

different to him than which was the case to Bernie Sanders in the same period of his life. 

We see that Joe Biden’s karma graph reaches 8 in April 2020, which is very fortunate. 

However, we notice that by the end of the year, his karma graph will drop down to -4, 

which means that he is going to lose the general election. 

So when we look at the description of this period, the year rank calculator tells us:  



 

 

So as the year rank calculator tells us: “This number combination dictates support from 

the other people and therefore it’s a situation of some kind of triumph.” It also tells us 

that: “This number combination is moderately fortunate”. It’s only “moderately 

fortunate”, as it wasn’t the general election he won in this period.  

You have now seen two examples that the year rank calculator is able to predict the 

future very accurately, but can it really be true?  

Below you’ll find a few examples of what our team publically have predicted. Some of the 

predictions are in Danish, but you’ll get a translation:  

 

Translation: “I’m hereby following up on my prediction of June 2018 of Donald Trump’s 

destiny. I predicted in 2018 that Trump would face serious trouble around March and 

April 2020. This could very likely mean that he might get impeached. However the 

numbers dictate that he will rise gain. Furthermore I had a chance to look at the 

numbers of Joe Biden. They dictate that he will win the nomination of his party, but he 

will ultimately lose to Trump.  

We also predicted Donald Trump’s presidential victory in mid-2016. See the statement 

below: 



 

 

Translation: “I previously stated that Donald Trump is going to win the general election. 

I’m posting this so I’m able to prove my prediction when it has happened”. 

So we’re now inviting you to calculate some great years of your life, and find out if the 

year rank calculation is accurate regarding to YOU! It’s important that you clearly 

remember exactly what happened, and it’s also important that you haven’t developed a 

romanticized view on that period, which the human mind sometimes tends to do.  

So can you also predict the future of corporations that are listed to the stock 

market? 

Yes you can! In fact, the NumerologyToolbox team have made great investments this way. 

We will now show you a case of a Danish corporation named H. Lundbeck who had a 

very interesting year 2018. First we will view what the year rank calculator predicted, 

and thereafter, we’ll show how it really went:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

So here we see the year ranks of H Lundbeck 2018. These were so extreme that we made 

a public prediction in May 2018 that the Fall of 2018 would be a disaster to the 

company. We ourselves decided to make a short sell on the stock, which means that we 

earn money from when the stock loses value.  

Here you can read our prediction of H Lundbeck 



 

 

So here it appears that we predicted the future of H Lundbeck by 28 May 2018. 

Translation: “I predict a massive drop in the stock of Lundbeck from approximately 

September/ October and until the end of the year. 2019 will also be a bad year to them”.  

So this is how it went:  



 

 

So as it appears in the screenshot above, it shows that there are these major drops on 

the stock price in the very similar periods as those we see in the year rank calculations. 

Therefore we took advantage of our own prediction and we made a short position in the 

stock from where we earned a revenue at 45 % as it appears in the documentation below:  



 

 

If you are an investor, you can do the very same thing.  

However, as a piece of advice, we suggest that you only invest or short these stocks in 

which you can see a very clear direction of the stock. Just like it’s the case with Tesla’s 

stock 2020 as it appears below:  



 

 

So here we see the year rank calculation of Tesla (electric car manufacturer) of 2020. As 

it appears, from the period of January 2020 and until August 2020, it’s in a heavily 

significant plus in its karma. We notice that it reaches 8 points of karma around medio 

April. This is very high, and it stays in plus until August 2020. However from August 

2020 until December, it becomes a disaster.  

Below, we’ll view the graph on how it really went in this period (this article is written 18 

June 2020).  



 

 

So as it appears here, Tesla’s stock has risen more than 50 % since January 2020. We do 

see that it drops heavily in the middle of March, but this was due to the Covid-19 crisis, 

which made the market panic. However, positive results came out about the company, 

and the stock sky rocketed again, as we see it here. It’s important to be aware that the 

year rank calculations show how it really goes with the company.  

It doesn’t account for hysteria and panic in the market. Many times, this has nothing to 

do with how it really goes with the company, but in the end, the annual report shows 

how it really goes with the company and the year rank calculations show how the annual 

reports will turn out.  

In the documentation below, you’ll see documentation that we followed our own 

prediction and invested accordingly:  



 

 

So as it appears here, we earned more than 52 % on our own prediction. No one really 

knew it would turn out this way – except for the year rank calculations.  

Therefore, you can use the year rank calculations for investments, and this will enable 

you to perform significantly better than the market.  

You can also use the year rank calculations to see if there might be some type of crisis in 

a country, and you can also use it to see who is going to win a political election. You can 

also use it to predict your own future very accurately.  

We will now move on to review the abilities of the Report Generator 

Report Generator 
The report generator is a heavily advanced numerology tool which can interpret a 

numeroscope very thoroughly. It knows more than 1300 numbers and number 

combinations that can appear in a numeroscope. This machine can tell you anything you 

want to know about any person behind their façade. It’s even able to tell you about 

people’s dark secrets.  

You’ll find the report generator here:  



 

 

The Report generator sees not only each individual number in the numeroscope, but it 

also sees number combinations and it even recognizes some very complex number 

combinations. It’s able to see people’s talents and skills, but it’s also able to see if people 

suffer from for example autism, ADHD etc. It even recognizes if people have aspects of 

narcissism, sociopathic behavior and similar personality disorders. However, you must 

be cautious when you read about these aspects in the Report generator, as the machine 

recognizes individual number combinations and therefore it’s not able to see the full 

human being. This means that it’s not able to see the degree and severity of these 

mentioned personality disorders. 

The Report generator is only able to do readings on humans, but if you want a reading 

on a company, you can think for yourself what the description that the Report generator 

gives would mean to a company.  

You can use the Report generator to see who your friends and family really are behind 

their facades. You can also use it if you are a boss, and you want qualified employees to 

your company, and you can also use it to discover aspects of your own personality.  

The automatically generated reports from the Report generator can be downloaded to 

your computer in a PDF file by clicking here:  

 

The Report generator also gives you a unique opportunity to learn some basic Chaldean 

numerology. If you’re interested to learn more, we would recommend you to sign up for 

our online education in Chaldean numerology.  

We will now move on the review our next tool: the Client database 



 
Client database 
With the Client database you have all your clients gathered the same place. Here you can 

easily access them. Every time, you have typed in a client, the client will be in your 

database. You’ll find the Client database by clicking here:  

 

In the Client database, you can delete and edit any client you want. By having them 

stored there, you don’t need to type in the same client over and over every time you want 

to see their numeroscope, or when you want to apply other tools on them. In the Client 

database, you can also store numeroscopes of pets, companies, states and nations.  

We will now proceed to reviewing our next tool: the Name changer 

Name changer  
The Name changer is a tool mainly for professional numerologists who offer name change 

sessions. With the Name changer, you can compare two numeroscopes with one another. 

If for example a client is going to change his/ her name, it will show the client’s current 

name, and you can decide the vibrations of the new name. When you have picked the 

vibrations of the new name for your client, the new numeroscope will appear parallel to 

his/ her current numeroscope.  

Yo  u’ll find the Name changer here: 

 

Here you’ll get a clear overview of the differences between you client’s current name 

vibrations and his / her new name vibrations. You choose your client from your Client 

database. 



 
Below, we’ll see an example of the abilities of the Name changer: 

 

Here the Name changer views two numeroscopes. The left numerosccope shows the 

client’s current names, and the right numeroscope shows the effect of the name change 

according to your expertise. With this tool, you can easily explain the improvements of 

the new name versus his/ her old name as you can see both right in front of you.  

If you scroll down on the page, you can also see the differencing year ranks. With this at 

hand, you can tell your client the difference of his/ her destiny if he/ her changes his/ 

her name or not. Then you can compare them to each other, which can create a higher 

motivation for name change to your client. Here we have an example:  



 

 

As it appears above, we see the year ranks of the client’s current name on the left side, 

and his/ her year ranks with the name change on the right side. With this tool, you can 

see all numbers right in front of you, which enables you to predict your client’s destiny 

very accurately.  

So when you to change your client’s name, you surely need name lists. We have that in 

the tool called “Namelists”. 

Namelists 

With our tool, Namelists, you have access to name lists in every numerological vibration. 

We currently have name lists both male and female in English, Danish and Indian, but 

there will gradually be name lists in more languages. There are also name lists for 

English words that can be used for company names.  



 
You’ll find the Namelists tool here: 

 

So when you get to the Namelists tool, you can choose gender of the name lists, you can 

choose nationality of the name lists, and you can choose if you want names with poor 

sub energies in the names removed. We suggest you pick the last mentioned option.  

So now we want to find English male names with the 17/8 vibration. We also want to 

know the sub energies of every name. In order to do that, we can move our curser to 

each name, and it will show us the sub energies like we see it here:  

 

So here it shows us that the name Barnard holds the consonant vibration = 15/6 and 

the vocal vibration = 2. As a professional numerologist, we can calculate what sub values 

we need to finalize the perfect numeroscope, and with this tool, we can easily find those 

names we need.  

Therefore, once again, we bid you welcome to Numerology Toolbox, and we hope you’ll 

enjoy our tools for you.  

Be advised that there are far more new tools underway, so stay tuned, and stay signed 

up.  


